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Accelerate Productivity 
with Scanning, OCR, 

and Workflow Automation



"The experienced team at Torrential Data Solutions led us through 

the steps that enabled our organization to fully embrace a paper-

less environment. They made it easier for our staff to get their jobs 

done efficiently."  - Erol Fikri, DIRECTOR, SUPPLY CHAIN & LOGISTICS, DISPLAYS2GO

With Datahaven for Dynamics, 
Torrential Data Solutions Brings 
Order to Chaotic Paper-Driven 
Environments
 

For over 20 years, Torrential Data Solutions has 
implemented its Datahaven solutions to bring order to 
the often chaotic, cluttered, and inefficient paper-driven 
environments found in a wide variety of industries, including 
distribution, transportation, retail, insurance, non-profit, services, and 
manufacturing as well as the public sector — just to name a few. 

Our patented Datahaven solutions provide a paperless path with powerful, 
easy-to-use scanning, OCR, and workflow features embedded directly into 
Microsoft Dynamics NAV, Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Business Central, and 
Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance & Operations.
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DATAHAVEN FOR DYNAMICS IS A TORRENTIAL DATA SOLUTION



We get to know your business 
and your processes and configure 
the Datahaven solution to fit how you 
work — not the other way around.  

Our thoughtful, comprehensive discovery process quickly identifies your 
organization’s must-have requirements. 

We’ll also point out less obvious requirements and best practices that will help you 
make the leap to an electronic and efficient way of processing documents, emails, 
and other electronic files. 

We’ll fine-tune the Datahaven solution to fit your business like a glove. 

You don’t have to change your business processes to use the Datahaven solution. 

Our strong project management skills will ensure that we implement Datahaven for 
you on time and on budget.
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Datahaven Fits How 
You Work — Not the 
Other Way Around



Lean on Us for Support. We're Here When You Need Us

When you need answers, you need them now. Torrential Data Solutions’ support is 

customer-centric and responsive. We know how important it is to your operations when 

you contact us with the occasional support issue. We resolve issues quickly to keep all 

the wheels turning for your business. 

“It's been a dream of mine 

for about 15 years that 

someone would come up 

with a solution like 

Datahaven for Dynamics." 

- Wayne Befus, VICE PRESIDENT OF

   FINANCE, EXECUTIVE FLIGHT CENTER
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